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This paper is concerned with the p-system with frictional damping and our main
purpose is two-fold: First, we show that for a certain class of given large initial data
(v0(x), u0(x)), the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) admits a unique global smooth solu-
tion (v(t, x), u(t, x)) and such a solution tends time-asymptotically, at the optimal
L p(2p) decay rates, to the corresponding nonlinear diffusion wave (v (t, x),
u (t, x)) governed by the classical Darcy’s law provided that the corresponding
prescribed initial error function (V0(x), U0(x)) lies in (H 3_H 2)(R) & (L1_L1)(R).
Compared with former results in this direction obtained by L. Hsiao and T.-P. Liu
(1992, Comm. Math. Phys. 143, 599605), K. Nishihara (1996, J. Differential
Equations 131, 171188), and K. Nishihara, W.-K. Wang, and T. Yang (2000,
J. Differential Equations 161, 191218), our main novelty lies in the facts that the
nonlinear diffusion wave (v (t, x), u (t, x)) need not to be weak and (V0(x), U0(x))
can be chosen arbitrarily large. Secondly, we show that the nonlinear diffusion
waves (v (t, x), u (t, x)) are nonlinear stable provided that the strength of the non-
linear diffusion waves is weak and that the initial disturbance (V0(x), U0(x))
satisfies the assumption that &V0xx(x)&L+&U0x(x)&L is sufficiently small. We also
show that the smallness assumption imposed on the strength of the diffusion waves
is a necessary condition to guarantee the nonlinear stability result and compared
with the corresponding results obtained by L. Hsiao and T.-P. Liu (1992, Comm.
Math. Phys. 143, 599605), the smallness conditions we imposed on the initial
disturbance are much more weaker.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND THE STATEMENT OF OUR
MAIN RESULTS
This paper is concerned with the Cauchy problem to the following
hyperbolic conservation laws with frictional damping
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vt&ux=0,
ut+ p(v)x=&:u, :>0, p$(v)<0,
(1.1)
with initial data
(v(t, x), u(t, x)) | t=0=(v0(x), u0(x)), (1.2)
which satisfies
(v0(x), u0(x))  (v\ , u\) as x  \. (1.3)
Here v(t, x), v\>0 and u(t, x) represent the specific volume and velocity,
respectively, the pressure p(v) is assumed to be a smooth function of v on
v>0, and : is a positive constant. The system (1.1) can be viewed as the
isentropic Euler equations in Lagrangian coordinates with frictional term
&:u in the momentum equation. Thus it models the compressible flow
through porous media. Since the commonly called porous media equation
can be obtained by approximating the second equation with Darcy’s law
vt=&
1
:
p(v)xx ,
(1.4)
p(v)x=&:u,
it is natural to expect that Darcy’s law can be obtained from the more
complete Eq. (1.1) time-asymptotically. That is, solutions of (1.1) tend to
those of (1.4) as the time tends to infinity.
The first rigorously mathematical justification of the above expectation
was carried out by Hsiao and Liu in [5] (see also [3, 4, 68, 10, 13, 14,
1619] for related subsequent results in this direction). Before stating their
results precisely, following [5], we first remind the approach to this
problem.
Denote the self-similar solution, the so-called nonlinear diffusion wave,
of (1.4) in the form of .(x- t+1) by v (t, x) with the same end states as
v0(x):
v (0, \)=v\ , (1.5)
and set
u (t, x)=&
1
:
p(v (t, x))x . (1.6)
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To eliminate the values of u(t, x) at x=\, the following auxiliary
functions are introduced in [5]
v^(t, x)=&
u+&u&
:
exp(&:t) m0(x),
(1.7)
u^(t, x)=exp(&:t) \u&+(u+&u&) |
x
&
m0( y) dy+ ,
where m0(x) is a smooth function with compact support and satisfies
| m0(x) dx=1.
Under the above notations, if we let
V(t, x)=|
x
&
(v(t, y)&v (t, y+x0)&v^(t, y)) dy,
(1.8)
U(t, x)=u(t, x)&u (t, x+x0)&u^(t, x),
with x0 uniquely determined by
| (v0(x)&v (0, x+x0)) dx=&
u+&u&
:
, (1.9)
then from (1.1)(1.9), we can deduce that (V(t, x), U(t, x)) solves the
following Cauchy problem
Vt&U=0,
Ut+[ p(Vx+v +v^)& p(v )]x+:U=
1
:
p(v )xt ,
(1.10)
(V(t, x), U(t, x)) | t=0=(V0(x), U0(x))
=(V0(x), Vt(0, x))  0 as x  \,
and the results obtained by Hsiao and Liu in [5] can be restated as
Theorem 1.1 (Hsiao and Liu [5]). If V0(x) # H3(R), U0(x) # H2(R),
and
|u+&u& |+ |v+&v& |+&V0&3+&U0&2=0 (1.11)
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for some sufficiently small =0>0, then there exists a global in time solution
V(t, x) # L([0, ), H3(R)), U(t, x) # L([0, ), H2(R)) of (1.10), which
satisfies
&(Vx , U )(t)&+&(Vx , U )(t)&L=O(1) =0(1+t)&12. (1.12)
Recently, Nishihara [16] and Nishihara, Wang, and Yang [18]
improved the estimates (1.12) [16] and obtained the optimal L p(2p
) decay estimates [18], i.e.,
Theorem 1.2 (Nishihara [16]; Nishihara, Wang, and Yang [18]). In
addition to the assumptions that V0(x) # H3 & L1(R), U0(x) # H 2 & L1(R), if
we assume further that
|u+&u& |+ |v+&v& |+&V0&3+&V0&L1+&U0 &2+&U0&L1=0 (1.13)
for some sufficiently small =0>0, then there exists a global solution (V(t, x),
U(t, x)) of (1.10), which satisfies
V(t, x) # W k , ([0, ); H3&k (R)),
(1.14)
U(t, x) # Wk, ([0, ); H2&k(R))
for k =0, 1, 2, 3; k=0, 1, 2, and
&kxVx(t)&Lp=O(1) =0(1+t)
&( p&1)2p&(k+1)2,
(1.15)
&kxU(t)&Lp=O(1) =0(1+t)
&( p&1)2p&(k+2)2,
for any k2 if p=2 and k1 if p # (2, +].
It is easy to see that in the above two results, they all asked that both
the initial error and the strength of the nonlinear diffusion waves under
their considerations to be small. From this facts and the Sobolev’s
inequality, one can easily deduce that the C1-norm of the corresponding
initial data (v0(x), u0(x)) to the system (1.1) should also be small. These
assumptions seem reasonable since although the damping term has some
dissipative effect, it can not guarantee the smoothness of solutions of the
corresponding Cauchy problem with arbitrarily large initial data. However,
from the systematical study of the influence of the damping term on the
formation of the shock waves to the solution of the corresponding Cauchy
problem, especially those on the p-system with damping, (a complete
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literature in this direction is beyond the scope of this paper, however we
want to mention [3, 4, 9, 15, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28] and the references
cited therein), one can find out that the smallness assumptions imposed on
the initial data can indeed be relaxed in certain sense while the correspond-
ing global smooth solvability result can still be established. The motivation
of this paper is based on the above observation and our main purpose is
two-fold: First, we try to deal with the asymptotic behavior of solutions to
(1.1), (1.2) with prescribed initial data, i.e.,we want to show that for certain
class of given large initial data (v0(x), u0(x)), the Cauchy problem (1.1),
(1.2) admits a unique global smooth solution (v(t, x), u(t, x)) and such a
solution tends time-asymptotically, at the optimal L p(2p) decay
rates, to the corresponding nonlinear diffusion wave (v (t, x), u (t, x)) governed
by the classical Darcy’s law provided that the corresponding initial error
function (V0(x), U0(x)) lies in (H3_H2)(R) & (L1_L1)(R) but without
any further smallness assumptions on the strength of the nonlinear diffusion
wave and the initial error. Compared with former results in this direction
obtained by Hsiao and Liu [5], Nishihara [16], and Nishihara, Wang,
and Yang [18], this allows us to deal with the problem of the convergence
to the strong nonlinear diffusion waves for solutions of p-system with
damping.
Secondly, we consider the problem of the nonlinear stability of the non-
linear diffusion waves (v (t, x), u (t, x)) defined by (1.4)1 , (1.5), (1.6). To this
end, we first give the following definition on the nonlinear stability of the
diffusion waves (v (t, x), u (t, x)) defined above
Definition 1.1. The nonlinear diffusion waves (v (t, x), u (t, x)) defined
by (1.4)1 , (1.5), (1.6), which is uniquely determined by its two end values
v\ , is called nonlinear stable if for each (v0(x), u0(x)) which is a perturba-
tion of (v (0, x+x0)+v^(0, x), u (0, x+x0)+u^(0, x)), the Cauchy problem
(1.1), (1.2) admits a unique global smooth solution (v(t, x), u(t, x)) and
such a solution tends to (v (t, x+x0), u (t, x+x0)) as t tends to infinity.
For such a problem, the results obtained by Hsiao and Liu in [5]
showed that the nonlinear diffusion waves defined above are nonlinear
stable provided that the strength of the nonlinear diffusion waves is weak
and the initial disturbance (V0(x), U0(x)) is small in (H3_H2)(R) and our
main purpose is trying to show that the smallness assumption imposed on
the strength of the nonlinear diffusion waves is necessary to guarantee their
nonlinear stability and that the same stability result can still be obtained
but only under a rather weaker smallness assumption on the initial
disturbance (V0(x), U0(x)).
Before stating our main results, we first list some further notations and
assumptions.
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Our first assumption is on the regularity property of p(v), i.e., we assume
that p(v) satisfies one of the following two requirements
(H1) p(v) # C 4(0, ), p$(v)<0, p"(v)>0, 4p$(v) p$$$(v)5( p"(v))2,
for all v>0 and
(H2)
lim
v  0 |
1
v
- & p$({) d{=+, lim
v  
p$(v)=0;
p(v) # C4(R), p$(v)<0,
for all v # R.
It is easy to see that under the above assumptions, (1.1) is hyperbolic
with its two eigenvalues are
*(v)=&- & p$(v), +(v)=- & p$(v), (1.16)
and the corresponding Riemann invariants are respectively
r(v, u)=u+8(v), s(v, u)=u&8(v), (1.17)
where
8(v)=|
v
v

+({) d{. (1.18)
Here v

# (0, ) is any fixed constant.
Under the above notations, our result on the asymptotic behavior of
solutions to the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) with prescribed initial data
(v0(x), u0(x)) can be surmmarized as in the following
Theorem 1.3 (Asymptotic behavior of solutions). Let the assumption
(H1) (respectively (H2)) holds and for arbitrarily given positive constants
v1 , v2 (respectively M1) and M2 , there exists a sufficiently small positive
constant M3 such that (r0(x), s0(x)) # C 1b(R) with
v1v0(x)v2 (respectively |v0(x)|M1), |u0(x)|M2 ,
(1.19)
|r$0(x)|:M3 , |s$0 (x)|:M3 ,
where
r0(x)=u0(x)+8(v0(x)), s0(x)=u0(x)&8(v0(x)). (1.20)
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Then the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) admits a unique global smooth solution
(v(t, x), u(t, x)).
Moreover, if V0(x) # H 3(R), U0(x) # H2(R), we can get that, as the time
t goes to infinity, such a solution (v(t, x), u(t, x)) tends to the similarity solu-
tion (v (t, x+x0), u (t, x+x0)) of (1.4) and the following decay estimates hold
:
3
k=0
(1+t)k &kxV(t)&
2+ :
2
k=0
(1+t)k+2 &kxU(t)&
2+(1+t)4 &tU(t)&2
+|
t
0 _ :
3
j=1
(1+{) j&1 & jx V({)&
2+ :
2
j=0
(1+{) j+1 & jxU({)&
2& d{
O(1)(&V0 &23+&U0&22+1), (1.21)
and
(t+1)5 (&Utt(t)&2+&Uxt(t)&2)+|
t
0
({+1)5 &Utt({)&2 d{
O(1)(&V0&23+&U0&
2
2+1). (1.22)
Furthermore, under the additional assumption that V0(x) # L1(R), U0(x) #
L1(R), the following optimal L p(2p) decay estimates are true
&kxVx(t)&Lp=O(1)(1+t)&( p&1)2p&(k+1)2,
(1.23)
&kxU(t)&Lp=O(1)(1+t)&( p&1)2p&(k+2)2,
for any k2 if p=2 and k1 if p # (2, +].
Remark 1.1. Since we can easily construct smooth function f (x) #
C1b(R), for example, for a sufficiently large constant A>0, we can take f (x)
as
f (x)=A \1&|
xA2
&
g( y) dy+
with
g(x) # C 0 (R), | g(x)|1, | g(x) dx=1,
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which satisfies the following properties
(i) limx  \ f (x)= f\ exist and f\ are finite;
(ii) & f $(x)&L is sufficiently small while | f+& f& | can be chosen
arbitrarily large, we can conclude that in our Theorem 1.3, |v+&v& | can
be chosen arbitrarily large and, hence, in our results, we can indeed deal
with the strong nonlinear diffusion waves. Notice also that in our results,
we do not ask the initial error (V0(x), U0(x)) to be small.
Remark 1.2. When the pressure function p(v) satisfies the #-law, the
assumption (H1) corresponds to the case 1#3.
Remark 1.3. We will only prove Theorem 1.3 for the case when the
assumption (H1) is satisfied in the following, the other case is less
complicated and the details will be omitted.
Now we turn to consider the nonlinear stability of the nonlinear diffu-
sion waves (v (t, x), u (t, x)) defined by (1.4)1 , (1.5), (1.6). For results in this
direction, we have
Theorem 14 (Nonlinear stability result). Suppose that p(v) satisfies
(H2) and the initial disturbance (V0(x), U0(x)) lies in (H 3_H2)(R), then the
nonlinear diffusion waves (v (t, x), u (t, x)) defined by (1.4)1 , (1.5), (1.6) are
nonlinear stable provided that the strength of the nonlinear diffusion waves is
weak, i.e., |u+&u& |+|v+&v& | is suitably small and that &V0xx(x)&L+
&U0x(x)&L is sufficiently small.
Furthermore, if we assume further that (V0(x), U0(x)) belongs to (L1_L1)
(R), the optimal L p(2p) decay estimates (1.23) are also true.
Remark 1.4. In this remark, we show that to guarantee a nonlinear
diffusion wave to be nonlinear stable, a necessary condition is that its
strength should be small. To see this, we know from Definition 1.1 that for
the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2), the global smooth solvability result must
hold for each initial data (v0(x), u0(x)) belonging to a neighborhood of
(v (0, x+x0)+v^(0, x), u (0, x+x0)+u^(0, x)) and consequently the case (v0(x),
u0(x))=(v (0, x+x0)+v^(0, x), u (0, x+x0)+u^(0, x)) must be included. For
such an initial data, from the study of formation of singularity of solutions
of the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) obtained by Lin and Zheng [9],
Slemrod [21], and Zheng [26, 27], we conclude that a necessary condition
to guarantee the global smooth solvability of the corresponding Cauchy
problem is that &v0x(x)&L+&u0x(x)&L should be small. Due to the fact
that
&v0x(x)&L+&u0x(x)&L=O(1)( |u+&u& |+|v+&v& | ) ,
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we conclude that the strength of the nonlinear diffusion waves should be
small.
Remark 1.5. Note that in [5], in addition to the assumption that the
strength of the nonlinear diffusion waves is small, the authors also asked
that the initial disturbance (V0(x), U0(x)) be small in (H 3_H2)(R). But in
our Theorem 1.4, we only ask &V0xx(x)&L+&U0x(x)&L to be small which
is weaker than those needed in [5]. Thus in this sense, Theorem 1.4
improves the nonlinear stability results obtained in [5].
Remark 1.6. In Theorem 1.4, to simplify the presentation of result, we
assume that p(v) satisfies the assumption (H2). In fact, similar result also
holds when p(v) satisfies the assumption (H1).
Before concluding this section, we give the main ideas used in deducing
our main results. Unlike those arguments developed by Hsiao and Liu [5]
and Nishihara [16], we first consider the global smooth solvability of the
Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) and deduce some time independent L a priori
estimates on the global smooth solution obtained above. Based on the
above results and some delicate energy estimates, we can get the decay
estimates (1.21) and (1.22). Our main contribution in this paper is to get
these estimates without any smallness conditions on the initial error and on
the strength of the nonlinear diffusion waves. To give the main ideas, we
will use more words to explain it in the following. In fact, compared with
former arguments developed in [5, 16, 18], the main new ingredients in
our analyses lie in the following:
(i) Unlike those in [5] and [16] in which they consider the energy
estimates and the decay estimates (1.21) and (1.22) simutaneously, we first
deduce certain energy estimates. Due to the time-independent L a priori
estimates obtained in Corollary 2.1 and by employing the dissipative effect
of the nonlinear diffusion waves fully, we succeed in getting the desired
energy estimates in Theorem 3.2 without any smallness conditions on the
initial error and on the strength of the nonlinear diffusion waves.
(ii) The second new ingredient in our analyses lies in how to get the
decay estimates (1.21) and (1.22). Note that the analyses performed in [16]
are based on the a priori assumption
N(T) := sup
0tT { :
3
k=0
(1+t)k &kxV(t)&2+ :
2
k=0
(1+t)k+2 &kxU(t)&2==0
(1.24)
with =0 sufficiently small. Since we do not ask the initial error and the
strength of the nonlinear diffusion waves to be small, such a technique can
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not be used any longer. However, through some delicate energy estimates,
we find that if we can get the following estimates
&Vxx(t)&LO(1)(1+t)&12,
(1.25)
&Vxt(t)&LO(1)(1+t)&1,
then, after slight modifications, Nishihara’s techniques can still be used to
deduce the decay estimates (1.21) and (1.22) even without the a priori
assumption (1.24). Based on the above observation and by employing the
estimates (3.1.1), which are direct corollary of the energy estimates
obtained in Theorem 3.2, we can indeed prove (1.25) and, hence, (1.21)
and (1.22) follow from the techniques developed by Nishihara in [16].
(iii) The last new ingredient in our analyses lies in the way to get the
optimal L p(2p) decay estimates (1.23). In [18], the authors used
the approximate Green function G(t, x; s, y) to get an integral representa-
tion of the solution to (1.10), then based on some elegant estimates, they
can get
M(t)O(1)(=0+M2(t)), (1.26)
where
M(t)= sup
p>2, 0st, l+k2, l1
B l, kp (s) &
l
t
k
xV(s)&Lp
+ sup
0st, l+k=3, l1
B l, k2 (s) & ltkxV(s)&,
(1.27)
B l, kp (t)=(1+t)
(12)(1&1p)+l+k2,
=0=|u+&u& |+|v+&v& |+&V0&3+&U0 &2+&V0&L1+&U0&L1 ,
and their results follow provided that =0 is sufficiently small. Compared
with [18], our new observation in this step is that by employing the same
integral representation as in [18], we can deduce two formulas for
ixVx(t, x) and 
k
xU(t, x) respectively, then by exploiting the decay
estimates (1.21) and (1.22) obtained above and by mimicing the techniques
developed in [18], we can obtain that the L2-norm of each term on the
righthand side of the two integral representations for  ixVx(t, x) and
kxU(t, x) are bounded by O(1)(1+t)
&(2i+3)4 and O(1)(1+t)&(2k+5)4
respectively. These results and Sobolev’s inequality immediately deduce
(1.23).
Finally, we point out that similar ideas have been used to study the non-
linear stability of the strong planar rarefaction waves to the solutions of the
relaxation approximation to scalar conservation laws in several space
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dimensions [25] and we believe that they can also be used to study the
convergence of the solutions of the following hyperbolic system with
relaxation
vt&ux=0,
(1.28)
ut+ p(v)x=
1
=
( f (v)&u)
to the corresponding suitably defined diffusion waves which are not
necessary to be weak. Such a problem will be considered in a forthcoming
paper.
Notations. Throughout this paper = will always be used to denote a
sufficiently small positive constant and the symbol O(1) will be used to
represent a generic constant which is independent of x and t, both of them
may vary from line to line. Hm(R) is the usual Sobolev space with the
norm
& f &m := :
m
k=0
&kx f &, & f &=& f &L2 .
Moreover, the integral domain R will be abbreviated without causing
confusions.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Properties of the Nonlinear Diffusion Wave
In this subsection, we collect some fundamental properties of the non-
linear diffusion wave v (t, x) to (1.4)1 , (1.5). What we are interested in is
the dissipative nature of the nonlinear diffusion wave, particularly the
convergence rate of kx.(x- t+1) at x=\ and as t  .
Notice
v (t, x)=. \ x- t+1+#.(!), &<!<, (2.1.1)
and .(!) satisfies
."(!)+
p"(.(!)) .$(!)&
:
2
!
p$(.(!))
.$(!)=0,
(2.1.2)
.(\)=v\ ,
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one has [5]
:
4
k=1
|k! .(!)|+|.(!)&v+ | !>0+|.(!)&v& |!<0
=O(1) |v+&v& | exp(&C1:!2), (2.1.3)
where C1 is a positive constant independent of t and x.
Furthermore, according to the form of the function v (t, x), we have
v x(t, x)=
.$(!)
- t+1
, v t(t, x)=&
!.$(!)
2(t+1)
, v xx(t, x)=
."(!)
t+1
,
v xt(t, x)=
.$(!)+!."(!)
2(t+1) - t+1
, v tt(t, x)=
3!.$(!)+!2."(!)
4(t+1)2
,
v xtt(t, x)=
3.$(!)+5!."(!)+!2.$$$(!)
4(t+1)2 - t+1
,
(2.14)
v xxt(t, x)=&
."(!)+!.$$$(!)
(t+1)2
,
v xxx(t, x)=
.$$$(!)
(t+1) - t+1
, v xxxt(t, x)=&
2.$$$(!)+!.$$$$(!)
(t+1)2 - t+1
,
v xttt(t, x)=&
15.$(!)+33!."(!)+12!2.$$$(!)+!3.$$$$(!)
8(t+1)3 - t+1
.
Consequently
Lemma 2.2. For each p # [1, ], we have
&v x(t)&Lp=O(1)(1+t)&12+12p,
&v t(t)&Lp+&v xx(t)&Lp=O(1)(1+t)&1+12p,
&v xt(t)&Lp+&v xxx(t)&Lp=O(1)(1+t)&32+12p,
(2.1.5)
&v tt(t)&Lp+&v xxt(t)&Lp=O(1)(1+t)&2+12p,
&v xtt(t)&Lp+&v xxxt(t)&Lp=O(1)(1+t)&52+12p,
&v xttt(t)&Lp=O(1)(1+t)&72+12p. (2.1.5)
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For v^(t, x), the corresponding result is given in the following lemma
Lemma 2.2. For k0, j0, p # [1, ], we have
&kx jt v^(t, x)&Lp=O(1) exp(&:t). (2.1.6)
2.2. Global Smooth Solvability of the Cauchy Problem (1.1), (1.2)
This subsection is devoted to the study of the Cauchy problem (1.1),
(1.2). We will concentrate on the existence and uniqueness of global
smooth solution to (1.1), (1.2) and derive some time-independent L a
priori estimates on the global smooth solution obtained above. These time-
independent L a priori estimates will play an essential role in our subsequent
analyses.
The global smooth solvability results for the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2)
has been considered by Yang and Zhu in [23]. Their results can be
restated as in the following
Theorem 2.1 (Yang and Zhu [23]). Let the assumption (H1) holds and
for arbitrarily given positive constants v1 , v2 and M2 , there exists a
sufficiently small constant M3>0 such that if (r0(x), s0(x)) # C 1b(R) and the
conditions stated in (1.19) are satisfied, then the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2)
admits a unique global smooth solution (v(t, x), u(t, x)) which satisfies
v
*
v(t, x)v*, |u(t, x)|M2 ,
(2.2.1)
|rx(t, x)|:M4 , |sx(t, x)|:M4 ,
where v
*
, v*, and M4 , which can be chosen sufficiently small, are positive
constants depending only on v1 , v2 , M2 , and M3 but independent of t and x.
As a direct consequency of Theorem 2.1, we have
Corollary 2.1 (Certain time-independent a priori estimates). Under
the conditions stated in Theorem 1.3, we have that the Cauchy problem (1.10)
admits a unique global smooth solution (V(t, x), U(t, x)) satisfying
|Vx(t, x)|M5 , |U(t, x)|M5 , (2.2.2)
and
| ix 
j
t(Vx(t, x)+v (t, x+x0)+v^(t, x))|M6 ,
|Ux(t, x)+u x(t, x+x0)+u^x(t, x)|M6 , (2.2.3)
i0, j0, i+ j=1.
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Here Mi (i=5, 6) are time-independent positive constants and M6 can be
chosen as small as we wanted.
Remark 2.1. The fact that M6 can be chosen sufficiently small will play
an essential role in our proving Theorem 1.3.
3. THE PROOF OF OUR MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we prove our main results Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4.
Since Theorem 1.4 is a direct corollary of Theorem 1.3, we only prove
Theorem 1.3 in the following. To make the proofs easy to read, we divide
it into the following three steps:
3.1. The First Step: Energy Estimates and Asymptotic Behaviors
The main purpose of this subsection is to prove the following asymptotic
behavior of the solution (v(t, x), u(t, x)) obtained above
Theorem 3.1. If the assumptions stated in Theorem 1.3 are satisfied,
then the unique global smooth solution (V(t, x), U(t, x)) of the Cauchy
problem (1.10) satisfies
lim
t  
sup
x # R
[ | ix
j
t V(t, x)|]=0, i0, j0, i+ j2. (3.1.1)
Before proving Theorem 3.1, we first cite the following fundamental
result, whose proof can be found in [28],
Lemma 3.1. If there exists a constant C>0, which is independent of x
and t, such that
| u2(t, x) dxC, | u2x(t, x) dxC,
|
t
0
| u2x (t, x) dx dtC, | u2t (t, x) dxC.
Then we have
lim
t  
sup
x # R
[ |u(t, x)|]=0. (3.1.2)
From Lemma 3.1, to prove Theorem 3.1, we only need to get the following
energy estimates
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Theorem 3.2 (Energy estimates). Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.3,
we have that
&V(t)&23+&Vt(t)&
2
2+&Vtt(t)&
2
1+&Vttt(t)&
2
+|
t
0
(&Vx(s)&22+&Vt(s)&22+&Vtt(s)&21+&Vttt(s)&2) ds
O(1)(&V0&23+&U0&
2
2+1). (3.1.3)
Theorem 3.2 will be proved by the following a series of lemmas. To this
end, we first know from (1.10) that V(t, x) satisfies the following Cauchy
problem
Vtt+[ p(Vx+v + v^)& p(v )]x+:Vt=
1
:
p(v )xt ,
(3.1.4)
V(0, x)=V0(x), Vt(0, x)=U0(x),
and our first result is on the basic energy estimates
Lemma 3.2 (Basic energy estimates). Under the assumptions of Theorem
1.3, we have
&V(t)&21+&Vt(t)&2+|
t
0
(&Vx(s)&2+&Vt(s)&2) ds
O(1)(&V0 &21+&U0 &
2+1). (3.1.5)
Proof. First, multiplying (3.1.4)1 by V and integrating the results with
respect to t and x over [0, t]_R, we can get
:
2 | V
2 dx&|
t
0
| Vx[ p(Vx+v +v^)& p(v )] dx dt
=
:
2 | V
2
0 dx+|
t
0
| V 2t dx dt&| VVt dx+| V0U0 dx
+
1
: |
t
0
| p(v )xtV dx dt. (3.1.6)
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From Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2, and CauchySchwarz’s inequality, we
have
&|
t
0
| Vx[ p(Vx+v +v^)& p(v )] dx dt
=&|
t
0
| p$(%(Vx+v^)+v ) V 2x dx dt
&|
t
0
| p$(%(Vx+v^)+v ) Vx v^ dx dt (% # (0, 1))
C2 |
t
0
| V 2x dx dt&|
t
0
| p$(%(Vx+v^)+v ) Vx v^ dx dt, (3.1.7)
:
2 | V
2
0 dx+| V0U0 dxO(1)(&V0&2+&U0&2),
(3.1.8)
&| VVt dx
:&=
2 | V
2 dx+
1
2(:&=) | V
2
t dx,
&|
t
0
| p$(%(Vx+ v^)+v ) Vx v^ dx dt

=
2 |
t
0
| V 2x dx dt+O(1) |
t
0
| v^2 dx dt

=
2 |
t
0
| V 2x dx dt+O(1), (3.1.9)
and
1
: |
t
0
| p(v )xt V dx dt=&
1
: |
t
0
| p(v )t Vx dx dt

=
2 |
t
0
| V 2x dx dt+O(1) |
t
0
| v 2t dx dt

=
2 |
t
0
| V 2x dx dt+O(1), (3.1.10)
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where
C2 := inf
v # M
[& p$(v)]>0,
M=[min[v
*
, min
! # R
.(!)], max[v*, max
! # R
.(!)]].
Substituting (3.1.7)(3.1.10) into (3.1.6) deduce
=
2 | V
2 dx+(C2&=) |
t
0
| V 2x dx dt
O(1)(&V0&2+&U0&2+1)+|
t
0
| V 2t dx dt+
1
2(:&=) | V
2
t dx.
(3.1.11)
Next, we multiply (3.1.4)1 by Vt and integrate the results with respect to
t and x over [0, t]_R, after some integrations by parts, we get
1
2 | V
2
t dx+: |
t
0
| V 2t dx dt=
1
2 | U
2
0 dx+
1
: |
t
0
| p(v )xt Vt dx dt
&|
t
0
| Vt[ p(Vx+v + v^)& p(v )]x dx dt.
(3.1.12)
We now estimate the righthand side of (3.1.12) term by term. First, we
have from Lemma 2.1 and CauchySchwarz’s inequality that
1
: |
t
0
| p(v )xt Vt dx dt= |
t
0
| V 2t dx dt+O(1) |
t
0
| (v 2xt+v 2x v 2t ) dx dt
= |
t
0
| V 2t dx dt+O(1). (3.1.13)
Now we deal with the last term of the righthand side of (3.1.12).
Noticing
[ p(Vx+v +v^)& p(v )] Vxt=
d
dt _|
Vx+v + v^
v
p(s) ds& p(v ) Vx&
&[ p(Vx+v +v^)& p(v )& p$(v ) Vx] v t
& p(Vx+v +v^) v^t , (3.1.14)
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we have
&|
t
0
| Vt[ p(Vx+v +v^)& p(v )]x dx dt
=| _|
Vx+v + v^
v
p(s) ds& p(v ) Vx& dx
&| _|
V0x+v 0+v^0
v 0
p(s) ds& p(v 0) V0x& dx
&|
t
0
| [ p(Vx+v +v^)& p(v )& p$(v ) Vx] v t dx dt
&|
t
0
| p(Vx+v +v^) v^t dx dt
:= :
4
i=1
Ii . (3.1.15)
Since
|
Vx+v +v^
v
p(s) ds= p(v )(Vx+v^)+
p$(%(Vx+v^)+v )
2
(Vx+v^)2,
(% # (0, 1)),
we have
I1 &
C2&=
2 | V
2
x dx+O(1) | (v^2+|v^| ) dx
 &
C2&=
2 | V
2
x dx+O(1), (3.1.16)
I2O(1)(&V0x &2+1),
Furthermore
I4O(1)|
t
0
| |v^t | dx dtO(1), (3.1.17)
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and
I3=&|
t
0
| p$(%1(Vx+v^)+v ) v^v t dx dt (%1 # (0, 1))
&%1 |
t
0
| p"(%2(Vx+v^)+v ) Vxv t(Vx+v^) dx dt (%2 # (0, 1))
O(1) |
t
0
| |v^| |v t | dx dt+O(1) |
t
0
| |v t | V 2x dx dt
O(1)+= |
t
0
| V 2x dx dt+O(1) |
t
0
(1+s)&2 &Vx(s)&2 ds. (3.1.18)
Inserting (3.1.16)(3.1.18) into (3.1.15), we can conclude that
1
2 | V
2
t dx+(:&=) |
t
0
| V 2t dx dt+
C2&=
2 | V
2
x dx
O(1)(&V0&21+&U0&2+1)
+= |
t
0
| V 2x dx dt+O(1) |
t
0
(1+s)&2 &Vx(s)&2 ds. (3.1.19)
Taking k>0 sufficiently large and choosing =>0 suitably small such
that
(:&=) k>1,
C2&=>k=, (3.1.20)
1
2 k>=,
we have from (3.1.19)_k+(3.1.11) that
&V(t)&21+&Vt(t)&
2+|
t
0
(&Vx(s)&2+&Vt(s)&2) ds
O(1)(&V0 &21+&U0&2+1)+O(1) |
t
0
(1+s)&2 &Vx(s)&2 ds,
(3.1.21)
and the Gronwall’s inequality implies (3.1.5). This completes the proof of
Lemma 3.2.
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Next, we consider the higher order energy estimates. For results in this
direction, we can get
Lemma 3.3 (Higher order energy estimates). Under the assumptions of
Theorem 1.3, we have
&Vxx(t)&2+&Vxt(t)&2+&Vtt(t)&2+|
t
0
(&Vxx(s)&2+&Vxt(s)&2+&Vtt(s)&2) ds
O(1)(&V0&22+&U0&
2
1+1), (3.1.22)
and
&Vxxx(t)&2+&Vxxt(t)&2+&Vxtt(t)&2+&Vttt(t)&2
+|
t
0
(&Vxxx(s)&2+&Vxxt(s)&2+&Vxtt(s)&2+&Vttt(s)&2) ds
O(1)(&V0&23+&U0&
2
2+1). (3.1.23)
Proof. We only prove (3.1.22). (3.1.23) can be treated in the same way.
Differentiating (3.1.4)1 with respect to x, multiplying the resulting
equation by Vxt , and integrating the results with respect to t and x over
[0, t]_R, we have after some integrations by parts that
1
2 | V
2
xt dx+: |
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt=
1
2 | U
2
0x dx+
1
: |
t
0
| Vxtp(v )xxt dx dt
&|
t
0
| Vxt[ p(Vx+v +v^)& p(v )]xx dx dt
:= :
7
i=5
Ii . (3.1.24)
Similar to the proofs of Lemma 3.2, we have
I5+I6O(1)(&U0x&2+1)+
=
3 |
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt. (3.1.25)
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Now we turn to estimate I7 . Notice
Vxxtp(Vx+v +v^)x=
d
dt _
1
2
p$(Vx+v +v^) V 2xx&
&
1
2
V 2xx p"(Vx+v + v^)(Vx+v +v^)t
+[Vxt(v x+v^x) p$(Vx+v +v^)]x
&Vxt(v xx+v^xx) p$(Vx+v +v^)
&VxtVxx(v x+ v^x) p"(Vx+v +v^)
&Vxt(v x+v^x)2 p"(Vx+v +v^), (3.1.26)
we get
I7= 12 | p$(Vx+v +v^) V 2xx dx& 12 | p$(V0x+v 0+ v^0) V 20xx dx
& 12 |
t
0
| V 2xx p"(Vx+v +v^)(Vx+v +v^)t dx dt
&|
t
0
| Vxt(v xx+v^xx) p$(Vx+v + v^) dx dt
&|
t
0
| VxtVxx(v x+v^x) p"(Vx+v +v^) dx dt
&|
t
0
| Vxt(v x+v^x)2 p"(Vx+v +v^) dx dt
+|
t
0
| Vxt[ p$(v ) v xx+ p"(v ) v 2x] dx dt
:= :
7
j=1
I j7 . (3.1.27)
By employing Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2, Corollary 2.1, and Cauchy
Schwarz’s inequality, we can get
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I 37O(1) M6 |
t
0
| V 2xx dx dt, (3.1.28)
I 47
=
6 |
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt+O(1) |
t
0
| (v 2xx+ v^ 2xx) dx dt

=
6 |
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt+O(1), (3.1.29)
I 57
=
6 |
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt+O(1) |
t
0
| (v 2x+v^ 2x) V 2xx dx dt, (3.1.30)
I 67
=
6 |
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt+O(1) |
t
0
| (v 4x+v^ 4x) dx dt

=
6 |
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt+O(1), (3.1.31)
and
I 77
=
6 |
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt+O(1) |
t
0
| (v 4x+v 2xx) dx dt

=
6 |
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt+O(1). (3.1.32)
Consequently
I7
2=
3 |
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt+O(1) |
t
0
| ( |v^x |2+|v x | 2) V 2xx dx dt
+O(1) M6 |
t
0
| V 2xx dx dt+O(1)(&V0&22+&U0&2+1)
&
C2
2 | V
2
xx dx. (3.1.33)
From (3.1.24), (3.1.25), and (3.1.33), we deduce
1
2 | V
2
xt dx+
C2
2 | V
2
xx dx+(:&=) |
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt
O(1)(&V0 &22+&U0&
2
1+1)+O(1) |
t
0
| ( |v^x | 2+|v 2x | ) V 2xx dx dt
+O(1) M6 |
t
0
| V 2xx dx dt. (3.1.34)
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Next, we multiply (3.1.4)1 by &Vxx and integrate the results with respect
to t and x over [0, t]_R to get
:
2 | V
2
x dx=
:
2 | V
2
0x dx&| VxVxt dx+| V0x U0x dx
+|
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt&
1
: |
t
0
| Vxxp(v )xt dx dt
+|
t
0
| Vxx[ p(Vx+v +v^)& p(v )]x dx dt
= :
13
i=8
Ii . (3.1.35)
It is easy to see that
I8+I10O(1)(&V0x &2+&U0x&2),
I9= | V 2xt dx+O(1) | V 2x dx (3.1.36)
O(1)(&V0&21+&U0&
2+1)+= | V 2xt dx,
I12O(1) |
t
0
| ( |v xt |+|v x v t | ) |Vxx | dx dt

=
2 |
t
0
| V 2xx dx dt+O(1), (3.1.37)
and
I13|
t
0
| p$(Vx+v +v^) V 2xx dx dt
+O(1) |
t
0
| [|v x | ( |Vx |+|v^| )+|v^x |] |Vxx | dx dt
\=2&C2+ |
t
0
| V 2xx dx dt+O(1)(&V0&21+&U0&2+1). (3.1.38)
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Consequently
(C2&=) |
t
0
| V 2xx dx dt
O(1)(&V0&21+&U0&
2
1+1)+= | V 2xt dx+|
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt. (3.1.39)
Let k, = be the positive constants chosen in Lemma 3.2, we have from
(3.1.39)+(3.1.34)_k that
\k2&=+ | V 2xt dx+
kC2
2 | V
2
xx dx+[(:&=) k&1] |
t
0
| V 2xt dx dt
+(C2&=) |
t
0
| V 2xx dx dt
O(1)(&V0 &22+&U0&21+1)+O(1) |
t
0
| ( |v^x | 2+|v 2x | ) V 2xx dx dt
+O(1) M6k |
t
0
| V 2xx dx dt.
Thus if we choose M6 sufficiently small such that
C2&=>O(1) M6 k,
we can deduce that
| (V 2xt+V 2xx) dx+|
t
0
| (V 2xt+V 2xx) dx dt
O(1)(&V0&22+&U0&
2
1+1)+O(1) |
t
0
| ( |v^x |2+|v 2x | ) V 2xx dx dt.
(3.1.40)
Due to
|
t
0
| ( |v^x |2+|v 2x | ) V 2xx dx dt
= |
t
0
| V 2xx dx dt+O(1) |
t
0
| (v^ 4x+v 4x) V 2xx dx dt
= |
t
0
| V 2xx dx dt+O(1) |
t
0
(1+s)&2 &Vxx(s)&2 ds, (3.1.41)
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we can get
| (V 2xt+V 2xx) dx+|
t
0
| (V 2xt+V 2xx) dx dt
O(1)(&V0 &22+&U0&
2
1+1)+O(1) |
t
0
(1+s)&2 &Vxx(s)&2 ds,
(3.1.42)
which implies that
| (V 2xt+V 2xx) dx+|
t
0
| (V 2xt+V 2xx) dx dtO(1)(&V0 &22+&U0&21+1).
(3.1.43)
On the other hand, since
Vtt=
1
:
p(v )xt&:Vt&[ p(Vx+v +v^)& p(v )]x ,
we can get from (3.1.43) that
| V 2tt dx+|
t
0
| V 2tt dx dtO(1)(&V0&22+&U0&21+1), (3.1.44)
and (3.1.22) follows from (3.1.43) and (3.1.44). This completes the proof of
Lemma 3.3 and so does Theorem 3.2. Consequently, Theorem 3.1 follows
also.
3.2. The Second Step: Decay Estimates (1.21) and (1.22)
This subsection is devoted to the proof of the decay estimates (1.21) and
(1.22). To this end, we first give the following energy estimates
Lemma 3.4 (Some energy estimates). Under the assumptions of Theorem
1.3, we have
d
dt | {
1
2
V 2t &_|
Vx+v + v^
v
p(s) ds& p(v ) Vx&= dx+:2 | V 2t dx
O(1)(1+t)&52+O(1)(1+t)&1 | V 2x dx; (3.2.1)
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d
dt | [V
2
xt& p$(Vx+v +v^) V
2
xx] dx+: | V 2xt dx
O(1)(1+t)&72+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2x dx
+O(1)(&Vxt&L+(1+t)&1) | V 2xx dx, (3.2.2)1
d
dt | {
:
2
V 2x+VxVxt= dx+C22 | V 2xx dx
O(1)(1+t)&52+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2x dx+| V 2xt dx, (3.2.2)2
d
dt | [V
2
tt& p$(Vx+v +v^) V
2
xt] dx+: | V 2tt dx
O(1)(1+t)&92+O(1)(1+t)&3 | V 2x dx+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2xx dx
+O(1)(&Vxt&L+(1+t)&1) | V 2xt dx, (3.2.2)3
d
dt | {
:
2
V 2t +Vt Vtt= dx+C22 | V 2xt dx
O(1)(1+t)&72+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2x dx+| V 2tt dx; (3.2.2)4
d
dt | {
:
2
V 2xx+VxxVxxt= dx+C22 | V 2xxx dx
O(1)(1+t)&72+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2x dx+| V 2xxt dx
+O(1)(&Vxx&2L+(1+t)
&1) | V 2xx dx, (3.2.3)1
d
dt | [V
2
xxt& p$(Vx+v +v^) V
2
xxx] dx+: | V 2xxt dx
O(1)(1+t)&92+O(1)(1+t)&3 | V 2x dx
+O(1)((1+t)&2+(1+t)&1 &Vxx&2L) | V 2xx dx
+O(1)(&Vxt&L+&Vxx&2L+(1+t)&1) | V 2xxx dx, (3.2.3)2
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d
dt | [V
2
ttt& p$(Vx+v +v^) V
2
xtt] dx+: | V 2ttt dx
O(1)(1+t)&132+O(1)(1+t)&5 | V 2x dx
+O(1)(1+t)&4 | V 2xx dx
+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2xxt dx
+O(1)((1+t)&1+&Vxt&L) | V 2xtt dx
+O(1)(&Vxt&2L+(1+t)
&2)(&Vxx &2L+(1+t)
&1) | V 2xt dx.
(3.2.3)3
Proof. Lemma 3.4 follows essentially the same arguments as those used
in the proofs of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3. In fact, performing (3.1.4)1_Vt ,
((3.1.4)1)x_Vxt , (3.1.4)1_Vxx , ((3.1.4)1)t_Vtt , ((3.1.4)1)t_Vt , ((3.1.4)1)x
_Vxxx , ((3.1.4)1)xx _Vxxt , ((3.1.4)1)tt_Vttt , and integrating the resulting
equations with respect to x over R respectively, we can get (3.2.1),
(3.2.2)1(3.2.2)4 , (3.2.3)1(3.2.3)3 by employing the method of integrations
by parts, CauchySchwarz’s inequality, Lemma 2.1, and Lemma 2.2. The
details are omitted. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.
Having obtained Lemma 3.4, we find that to employ the techniques
developed by Nishihara in [16, 17] to get the decay estimates (1.21) and
(1.22), one need only to get the following estimates
&Vxx&LO(1)(1+t)&12,
(3.2.4)
&Vxt&LO(1)(1+t)&1.
Notice that in [16, 17], (3.2.4) is a direct consequence of the a priori
assumption (1.24). But since in our analyses, we do not ask the initial error
and the strength of the diffusion waves to be small, the techniques
developed by Nishihara in [16, 17] can not be used directly and our main
novelty in this paper in deducing the decay estimates (1.21) and (1.22) is
to get the estimates (3.2.4) without any smallness assumptions on the
initial error and on the strength of the nonlinear diffusion waves. Our main
observation is that from estimates (3.1.1) obtained in Theorem 3.1, if we let
$ := sup
tT* {&Vxt&L+
1
1+t
+&Vxx&2L= (3.2.5)
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for some fixed positive constant T*>0, then we can choose a fixed T*>0
sufficiently large such that $ can be chosen as small as we wanted. For such
a $, we can also find a suitably small positive constant * such that
1
2
>
*
:
:,
(3.2.6)
C2
2
*>O(1) $,
For $, *, T* chosen as above, we have the following result
Lemma 3.5. If all the assumptions given Theorem 1.3 are satisfied, then
there exists a positive constant ;>0 such that for each tT*, we have
d
dt | \
1
2
V 2t &_|
Vx+v +v^
v
p(s) ds& p(v ) Vx&+ (t) dx+:2 | V 2t (t) dx
O(1)(1+t)&52+O(1)(1+t)&1 | V 2x(t) dx; (3.2.7)
d
dt | \
1
2
V 2xt&
1
2
p$(Vx+v +v^) V 2xx+
*:
2
V 2x+*Vx Vxt+ (t) dx
+; | (V 2xt+V 2xx)(t) dx
O(1)(1+t)&52+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2x(t) dx, (3.2.8)1
d
dt | \
1
2
V 2tt&
1
2
p$(Vx+v +v^) V 2xt+
*:
2
V 2t +*Vt Vtt+ (t) dx
+; | (V 2xt+V 2tt)(t) dx
O(1)(1+t)&72+O(1)(1+t)&2 | (V 2xx+V 2x)(t) dx; (3.2.8)2
d
dt | \
1
2
V 2xxt&
1
2
p$(Vx+v +v^) V 2xxx+
*:
2
V 2xx+*VxxVxxt+ (t) dx
+; | (V 2xxx+V 2xxt)(t) dx
O(1)(1+t)&72+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2x(t) dx
+O(1)(&Vxx &2L+(1+t)&1) | V 2xx(t) dx. (3.2.9)
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Here
;=min {*C22 &O(1) $,
:
2
&*= .
Proof. We only give the sketch of the proof of (3.2.8)1 . The rest can be
treated similarly. In fact multiplying (3.2.2)2 by *, adding the resulting
inequality to (3.2.2)1 , and noticing (3.2.5), (3.2.6), and (3.2.10), we can
immediately get (3.2.8)1 . This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.
Having obtained Lemma 3.5, we now turn to prove the estimates (3.2.4).
First, multiplying (3.2.7) by 1+t and integrating the results with respect
to t over [T*, t], we have
(1+t) | \12 V 2t &_|
Vx+v + v^
v
p(s) ds& p(v ) Vx&+ (t) dx
+
:
2 |
t
T*
(1+s) | V 2t (s) dx ds
(1+T*) | \12 V 2t &_|
Vx+v +v^
v
p(s) ds& p(v ) Vx&+ (T*) dx
+O(1) |
t
T*
(1+s)&32 ds+O(1) |
t
T*
| V 2x(s) dx ds
+|
t
T*
| \12 V 2t &_|
Vx+v + v^
v
p(s) ds& p(v ) Vx&+ (s) dx ds.
The above inequality together with Theorem 3.2 implies that
(1+t)(&Vx(t)&2+&Vt(t)&2)+|
t
0
(1+s) &Vt(s)&2 dsO(1). (3.2.11)
The same process applied to (3.2.8)1 and (3.2.8)2 deduce that
(1+t)(&Vxx(t)&2+&Vxt(t)&2+&Vx(t)&2)
+|
t
0
(1+s)(&Vxt(s)&2+&Vxx(s)&2) dsO(1), (3.2.12)
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and
(1+t)(&Vtt(t)&2+&Vxt(t)&2+&Vt(t)&2)
+|
t
0
(1+s)(&Vxt(s)&2+&Vtt(s)&2) dsO(1). (3.2.13)
Furthermore as a consequence of (3.2.8)2 , (3.2.11), (3.2.12), and (3.2.13),
we have
(1+t)2 (&Vtt(t)&2+&Vxt(t)&2+&Vt(t)&2)
+|
t
0
(1+s)2 (&Vxt(s)&2+&Vtt(s)&2) dsO(1). (3.2.14)
Due to
|Vxx(t, x)|2=2 |
x
&
(Vxx Vxxx)(t, x) dx&Vxx(t)& &Vxxx(t)&,
we have from (3.2.12) and Theorem 3.2 that
&Vxx(t)&LO(1)(1+t)&14. (3.2.15)
Substituting (3.2.15) into (3.2.9), we get
d
dt | \
1
2
V 2xxt&
1
2
p$(Vx+v +v^) V 2xxx+
*:
2
V 2xx+*VxxVxxt+ (t) dx
+; | (V 2xxx+V 2xxt)(t) dx
O(1)(1+t)&72+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2x(t) dx
+O(1)(1+t)&12 | V 2xx(t) dx. (3.2.16)
From (3.2.16), Theorem 3.2, (3.2.6), and (3.2.12), we can deduce that
(1+t)(&Vxxt(t)&2+&Vxxx(t)&2+&Vxx(t)&2)
+|
t
0
(1+s)(&Vxxx(s)&2+&Vxxt(s)&2) dsO(1). (3.2.17)
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With (3.2.17) in hand, we can easily get from (3.2.12) and (3.2.17) that
&Vxx(t)&LO(1)(1+t)&12. (3.2.18)
This proves (3.2.4)1 .
Now substituting (3.2.18) into (3.2.9) again, we have
d
dt | \
1
2
V 2xxt&
1
2
p$(Vx+v +v^) V 2xxx+
*:
2
V 2xx+*VxxVxxt+ (t) dx
+; | (V 2xxx+V 2xxt)(t) dx
O(1)(1+t)&72+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2x(t) dx
+O(1)(1+t)&1 | V 2xx(t) dx, (3.2.19)
from which and (3.2.12), (3.2.17), we can conclude that
(1+t)2 (&Vxxt(t)&2+&Vxxx(t)&2+&Vxx(t)&2)
+|
t
0
(1+s)2 (&Vxxx(s)&2+&Vxxt(s)&2) ds
O(1) |
t
0
(1+s)(&Vxxx(s)&2+&Vxxt(s)&2+&Vxx(s)&2) ds
+O(1) |
t
0
(1+s)&32 ds+O(1) |
t
0
&Vx(s)&2 ds
O(1). (3.2.20)
Thus from (3.2.14) and (3.2.20), we have
&Vxt(t)&O(1)(1+t)&1,
(3.2.21)
&Vxxt(t)&O(1)(1+t)&1,
and consequently
&Vxt(t)&L&Vxt(t)&12 &Vxxt(t)&12O(1)(1+t)&1. (3.2.22)
This proves (3.2.4)2 .
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Combibing (3.2.4) with Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.2, we have
Corollary 3.1. If the conditions listed in Theorem 1.3 are satisfied,
then we can get the following differential-integral inequalities
d
dt | {
1
2
V 2t &_|
Vx+v +v^
v
p(s) ds& p(v ) Vx&= dx+:2 | V 2t dx
O(1)(1+t)&52+O(1)(1+t)&1 | V 2x dx; (3.2.23)
d
dt | [V
2
xt& p$(Vx+v + v^) V
2
xx] dx+: | V 2xt dx
O(1)(1+t)&72+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2x dx
+O(1)(1+t)&1 | V 2xx dx, (3.2.24)1
d
dt | {
:
2
V 2x+VxVxt= dx+C22 | V 2xx dx
O(1)(1+t)&52+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2x dx+| V 2xt dx, (3.2.24)2
d
dt | [V
2
tt& p$(Vx+v +v^) V
2
xt] dx+: | V 2tt dx
O(1)(1+t)&92+O(1)(1+t)&3 | V 2x dx+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2xx dx
+O(1)(1+t)&1 | V 2xt dx, (3.2.24)3
d
dt | {
:
2
V 2t +VtVtt= dx+C22 | V 2xt dx
O(1)(1+t)&72+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2x dx+| V 2tt dx; (3.2.24)4
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d
dt | {
:
2
V 2xx+VxxVxxt= dx+C22 | V 2xxx dx
O(1)(1+t)&72+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2x dx+| V 2xxt dx
+O(1)(1+t)&1 | V 2xx dx, (3.2.25)1
d
dt | [V
2
xxt& p$(Vx+v +v^) V
2
xxx] dx+: | V 2xxt dx
O(1)(1+t)&92+O(1)(1+t)&3 | V 2x dx+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2xx dx
+O(1)(1+t)&1 | V 2xxx dx, (3.2.25)2
d
dt | [V
2
ttt& p$(Vx+v +v^) V
2
xtt] dx+: | V 2ttt dx
O(1)(1+t)&132+O(1)(1+t)&5 | V 2x dx+O(1)(1+t)&4 | V 2xx dx
+O(1)(1+t)&2 | V 2xxt dx+O(1)(1+t)&1 | V 2xtt dx
+O(1)(1+t)&3 | V 2xt dx. (3.2.25)3
Having obtained Corollary 3.1, following exactly the arguments
developed by Nishihara in [16, 17], we can get the decay estimates (1.21)
and (1.22) easily.
Remark 3.1. We must point that the estimates (1.21) and (1.22) also
imply that, even in the L2-setting, the decay estimates obtained in (1.21)
and (1.22) can not be optimal. We only use the decay estimate on Vxx(t, x)
obtained in (1.21) to show this. In fact, from (1.21), we can get
&Vxx(t)&O(1)(1+t)&1,
(3.2.26)
|
t
0
(1+s) &Vxx(s)&2 dsO(1).
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If the decay estimate (3.2.26)1 is optimal, i.e., there exists a constant
C3>0 such that
&Vxx(t)&C3(1+t)&1, (3.2.27)
then we must have
|
t
0
(1+s) &Vxx(s)&2 dsC3 |
t
0
ds
1+s
=C3 ln(1+t), (3.2.28)
which can not be bounded by a time-independent constant.
3.3. The Third Step: Optimal L p Decay Estimates (1.23)
In this final step, we prove the optimal L p (2p) decay estimates
(1.23). As pointed out in the intrudction, our analyses are essentially due
to [18] with a slight modifications.
As in [18], V(t, x) has the following integral representation
V(t, x)=| G(t, x; 0, y) V0( y) dy
+
1
: |
t
0
| G(t, x; s, y)(F(s, y)&Vss(s, y)) dy ds
+|
t
0
| RG(t, x; s, y) V(s, y) dy ds. (3.3.1)
Here G(t, x; s, y) is an approximate Green function defined by
G(t, x; s, y)=\ :4?a(t, x)(t&s)+
12
exp \& :(x& y)
2
4A(s, t, y)(t&s)+ , (3.3.2)
with
a(t, x)=&p$(v (t, x)),
(3.3.3)
A(s, t, y)=&p$(.(’)),
’={
y
- 1+s
, s=
t
2
,
y
1+ t2
, s
t
2
,
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and
RG(t, x; s, y)=Gs(t, x; s, y)+
1
:
(a(s, y) Gy(t, x; s, y))y ,
(3.3.4)
F(t, x)=
1
:
p(v (t, x))xt&[ p(Vx+v + v^)& p(v )]x (t, x).
Under the above notations, for each k2, we can get the following
integral representation for kxVx(t, x) and 
k
xU(t, x):
kxVx(t, x)=| 1+kx G(t, x; 0, y) V0( y) dy
+
1
: |
t
0
| 1+kx G(t, x; s, y)(F(s, y)&Vss(s, y)) dy ds
+|
t
0
| 1+kx RG(t, x; s, y) V(s, y) dy ds
:= :
3
i=1
Ii , (3.3.5)
and
kxU(t, x)=| tkxG(t, x; 0, y) V0( y) dy
+t {1: |
t
0
| kxG(t, x; s, y)(F(s, y)&Vss(s, y)) dy ds=
+t {|
t
0
| kxRG(t, x; s, y) V(s, y) dy ds=
:= :
3
j=1
Jj . (3.3.6)
By employing the decay estimates (1.21) and (1.22) obtained in the
second step, we have by mimicing the arguments developed by Nishihara,
Wang, and Yang in [18] that
|I i |O(1)(1+t)&2k+34, i=1, 2, 3,
(3.3.7)
|Jj |O(1)(1+t)&2k+54, j=1, 2, 3.
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Consequently
&kxVx(t)&O(1)(1+t)&2k+34,
(3.3.8)
&kxU(t)&O(1)(1+t)
&2k+54,
and (1.23) follows from (3.3.8) and Sobolev’s inequality.
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